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ALBANY CAROUSEL RE-BRAND



InDesign Illustrator

ALBANY CAROUSEL RE-BRAND
Logo Design & Branding

Task:
Create a re-branded logo for Albany Carousel and their philanthropic brand 
Carousel Cares. Build additional pieces of collateral to showcase the practical 
use of the logos and variety of design elements.

Solution:
My goal with the Albany Carousel re-brand was to maintain the feeling of 
nostalgia and magic. The primary logo represents the history of the carousel 
while the Carousel Cares logo is fierce yet playful as the giraffe keeps their 
head high, showing that we can reach any height with community. Together, this 
pair will help create memories for children and bring nostalgia to adults for a 
lifetime. 

Software





AROMASCAPE INCENSE



AROMASCAPE INCENSE
Branding | Packaging | Layout

Task:
With a given die-line, design the packaging and product label of your 
choice. Both product and packaging should have distinct branding.

Solution:
I’ve created an incense brand called Aromascape which targets spiritual 
consumers who are looking to embark on an adventure to find peace. The 
branding is specific to the Adventure Collection, which is a variety pack 
of different scents that will teleport you to a new country. This product is 
meant to bring peace to the consumer anytime, anywhere.

Software:
Illustrator





NANAKSHAHI CALENDAR



NANAKSHAHI CALENDAR
Layout | Illustration

Task:
Create a unique calendar layout including themed content of your choice.  

Solution:
I created a Nanakshahi Calendar which is based on the Lunar year Sikhs 
follow. The calendar dates start on Lunar new year in the month Chet. The 
calendar is designed to follow both the western and Nanakshahi dates. 
Each month showcases an illustration and blurb about an important date 
or event in Sikh history. The goal was to create a calendar Sikhs can use 
in everyday life and as a resource to keep up with Sikh History.

Software:
InDesign Adobe Fresco





HEART VALLEY CROISSANTS



HEART VALLEY CROISSANTS
Branding | Logo Design | Packaging | Layout

Task:
Create a logo and additional branding for a food truck based in 
Corvallis, Oregon. The audience is college students at Oregon State 
University who are looking for affordable and delicious food options. The 
name, already given, Heart Valley Croissants.

Solution:
As a croissant lover & broke college student, I created a playful, 
approachable, and authentic food brand so students wouldn’t be 
intimidated with the pricing. The logo represents the food truck’s 
most desired orange meringue croissant, as the orange hides hearts 
representing Corvallis as Heart Valley.

Software:
Illustrator





ALBUM COVER & TOUR COLLATERAL



InDesign Illustrator

ALBUM COVER & TOUR COLLATERAL
Layout 

Task:
Choose an existing band and create a vinyl cover and tour collateral 
branding. The designs of all collateral should remain cohesive to the 
album, but implemented in practical ways for the use. 

Solution:
The band chosen was Wave to Earth and I created the designs for 
their album 0.1 Flaws and All. Like the name, the album is about being 
imperfect in love, melancholy, and everything in between. The feelings 
depicted were heavily influenced by the feelings the band members 
hold for each other. I wanted my design to embrace self love and love 
within dark and bright times. Doves represent love and the water pattern 
represents deep melancholy. The three blue rectangles represents the 
three band members.

Software:





KADAK CHA CO.



KADAK CHA CO.
Branding | Packaging 

Task: 
Create a custom die-line, brand, and packaging for three drinks of your 
choice, one being limited edition. The packaging needs to stand out in the 
marketplace, as it competes against other beverages. 

Solution:
Bringing my Punjabi culture to this project, I created a canned Cha (black 
tea) brand. The name “Kadak Cha Co.” translates to “Strong Tea Co..” 
The brand is bold to represent the strong ingredients used, but also 
friendly just like afternoon tea time. With hidden ingredient icons within 
the mandala design, the packaging is a modern take to the traditional 
cha beverage.

Software:
Illustrator





BOOK COVER & INTERIOR DESIGN



BOOK COVER & INTERIOR DESIGN
Layout | Illustration

Task:
Choose an existing book and redesign the cover and interior. The new  
design should stand out against competing book covers on the shelf. 
Design the interior to create a comfortable reading experience in relation 
to text and layout. 

Solution:
Many books have heavily illustrated covers, so I wanted to take the 
challenge of creating designs that represent the story in a minimalistic 
approach. Through this project I was practicing “less is more” by focusing 
on the main idea of the book and designing icons and symbols that 
represent the story in a quick read.

Software:
InDesign Illustrator







SOAPBOX POETRY



SOAPBOX POETRY
Layout | Typography 

Task:
Create a winter themed poster for Chemeketa Community College’s 
annual Soapbox Poetry event. 

Solution:
For this project I pushed myself to do something I’ve never done before, 
use only typography to create an illustration. I wanted to represent 
the rainy winter season in Oregon while maintaining the connection to 
poetry. The illustration is made out of lines of free domain poetry, paying 
homage to poets from the past. My design became the official 2024 
winter Soapbox Poetry poster.

Software:
InDesign Illustrator





ESCAPE FICTION WEBSITE



ESCAPE FICTION WEBSITE
User Interface Design

Task:
Design a functional and organized website for Escape Fiction. Use 
Figma to execute the design, and show how hierarchy and layout can be 
applied to different screen sizes.

Solution:
For the Escape Fiction website, I wanted to keep the same theme of 
adventure. I brought in book and paper textures to evoke the feeling 
of visiting the physical bookstore to the website, creating an intimate 
experience for online visitors.

Software:
Figma Illustrator







JEEO CREATIONS



JEEO CREATIONS
Custom Rangoli Boards

Description:
Jeeo Creations is a side business where I create custom stencils that will 
allow clients to easily fill the board with home dyed rangoli (colored rice). 
With the handful of orders I’ve created thus far, I’ve taken time and 
care when creating initial sketches and implementing them into color 
coordinated stencils. The process consists of making a digital sketch of 
the design based on the idea or reference the client provides. After the 
sketching phase, I create the color coded stencil. Lastly, the client receives 
the board to fill out on their wedding ceremony.

In addition to rangoli boards, I also create custom wedding week signage 
for brides’ to display during their wedding week. The sign includes all 
wedding events, the dates and times, as well as illustrations to emphasize 
the joyous occasion.

*All professional photo credits go to KSWAY FILMS & Meagan Gentry Photography.
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